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Recent progress in the optimal design of composite structures: industrial solution procedures on case studies
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Abstract – In this paper, recent developments carried out in the SAMCEF finite element code and in the BOSS quattro
optimization toolbox are presented. Those developments aim at simulating high non linear effects in laminated composite
structures (post-buckling, collapse, delamination) and at optimising the composites with respect to those structural responses. The use of Sequential Convex Programming and of Surrogate-Based Optimization methods is discussed on industrial optimization problems.
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1 Introduction

2 Advanced structural analyses

In order to decrease the lead time, virtual testing and numerical optimization techniques are increasingly used in the different fields of engineering. This is especially the case for
composite structures, where two main issues have recently
been identified. Firstly, reliable methods are required to analyse post-buckling [1], collapse and delamination, which is a
specific failure mode of laminated structures [2]. Secondly,
designing real composite structures such as aircraft wings
implies handling a large number of design variables and restrictions, resulting in a large scale optimization problem that
is difficult to both define and solve [3]. Moreover, local optimization of aircraft components should involve advanced
non linear analyses simulating delamination, post-buckling
and collapse.
This paper presents an overview and a synthesis of the solution procedures recently developed in the SAMCEF finite
element code [4] and in the BOSS Quattro multidisciplinary
optimization platform [5] for solving such problems at an
industrial level. The advanced buckling and collapse analysis
capabilities are first presented, together with a discussion on
the related sensitivity analyses, and an approach to evaluate
delamination risks [6]. Then two optimization techniques
used in this paper are recalled: a specific Sequential Convex
Programming algorithm [7] and a Surrogate-Based Optimization method [8]. Finally, three applications are presented.
The first one tackles the optimization of laminates with respect to damage tolerance considerations, based on a detailed
(high fidelity) analysis of delamination. The second one aims
at designing composite structures to withstand buckling and
collapse [9,10]. The last application presents the results obtained for the optimal pre-design of a wing box of the Airbus
A350, in which local criteria are used in an optimization
problem including around 1000 design variables and about
100000 design restrictions [8,11].

This section, briefly describes the analyses involved in the
optimization problems. The SAMCEF Finite Element code
[4] is used to compute the structural responses.

2.1 Stability analysis
Structural stability analysis
Stability analysis consists in solving an eigen-value problem of the form (1), where K is the structural stiffness matrix, L the geometric stiffness matrix (also termed the initial
stress stiffness matrix), Φj the jth buckling mode and λj the
associated buckling load. The components of vector Φj are
the structure’s degrees of freedom, usually the displacements (translations and rotations). The buckling load must
be interpreted as the factor by which the external loads must
be multiplied for the structure to become unstable.
KΦ j − λ j LΦ j = 0 , j = 1,2,...

(1)

Typically, Reserve Factors are used in the optimization
problem. For example RFj =λj /1.2, where 1.2 is a safety
factor.
Sensitivity analysis of the buckling loads
The analytical first order derivative of the buckling load λj
is derived in [12] and its implementation in an industrial
software is discussed in [9]. It is given by:
∂λ j

⎛ ∂K
∂L ⎞
⎟Φ j , j = 1,2,...
= Φ Tj ⎜⎜
−λj
∂xi
∂xi ⎟⎠
⎝ ∂xi

(2)

As shown in this paper and in [9], in order to avoid excessive oscillations during the optimization process, a large
number of load factors (and associated modes) must be taken
into account, to ensure that the structure is sensitive to local
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modes everywhere. The sensitivity of RFj is easily obtained
from (2).

2.2 Post-buckling and collapse analyses
Structural non linear analysis and continuation method
Although the stability analysis provides an estimation of
the bifurcation points, it is based on a linear approach, and is
therefore only an approximation. Moreover, once buckling
has occurred, some thin walled structures can sometimes
still sustain an increasing loading up to the final collapse [1].
This is illustrated in Figure 1 in the case of a stiffened composite panel.

∂F
∂F
∂F
dq +
dx +
dλ = 0
∂q
∂x
∂λ

(5)

The unknown vector is also constrained to be orthogonal
to the load-displacement curve rather than being a simple
measure based on the vertical gap Δλ. This allows a better
accuracy of the sensitivity measure. It turns out that dλ/dx
can be computed from the tangent stiffness matrix; the variation of the internal forces with respect to the design variables is computed by finite differences. Details are given in
[10,14].

2.3 Advanced damage tolerance analysis
When the fracture mechanics approach is applied to the
delamination of laminated composites [2,6], the finite element method is used to model the cracked structure and to
compute the energy release rates GI, GII and GIII, related to
each of the three modes (I, II and III) of inter-laminar fracture (crack lips opening, sliding shear and tearing, respectively). Once these values are computed at each node defining the crack front, they are inserted in a criterion such as (5)
and compared to GIC, GIIC and GIIIC, which characterize the
inter-laminar fracture toughness in the three individual
modes.
GI
G
G
+ II + III < 1
G IC G IIC G IIIC

Fig. 1. Illustration of the post-buckling analysis of a stiffened composite panel
To simulate the large displacements appearing in a structure beyond its bifurcation point, a geometric non linear
analysis is required, in which, contrary to (1), the stiffness
matrix changes all over the loading. A non linear system of
equilibrium equations (3) is therefore solved, for an imposed
load factor λ or displacements q. When a limit point (e.g.
collapse) must be identified, the classical Newton-Raphson
method can present problems, and a continuation method
(also called arc length or Riks method) must be used. In this
method, q and λ are unknown and linked to an additional
parameter, called the arc length [13], with equation (4). This
parameter is controlled over the iterations. The complete set
of equations can now be now written as:
F (q, λ ) = 0
c(q, λ ) = 0

(3)
(4)

The Reserve Factor associated with the collapse load is
given by the load increment λ, i.e. RF = λcollapse. At the solution, RF must be larger than or equal to 1, implying that collapse will not occur at a loading lower than the nominal one.
Sensitivity analysis of the collapse load
The goal here is to compute the value dλ/dxi, where xi is
the ith design variable and λ is the load factor. Starting from
the equilibrium equations and knowing that the forces depend on the displacement q, the load increment λ and the set
of design variables x, it follows that

(5)

When the value in (5) reaches unity, it is assumed that the
crack will propagate in the structure. In this paper a specific
Virtual Crack Extension method is used to compute GI, GII
and GIII. This computation is carried out in a linear analysis.
The method is decomposed into two steps. In the first, the
variation of the total potential energy π at equilibrium is
evaluated:
GT = −

dπ
= G I + G II + G III
dA

(6)

Considering the expression of π in linear elasticity, and
taking the derivative with respect to the crack length (surface) A, it turns out that:
1
2
dg
dπ 1 T dK
= q
q − qT
dA 2
dA
dA

π = q T Kq − g T q

=>

where q are the nodal displacements and g is the vector
of applied nodal forces. In a semi-analytical approach,
dK/dA can be replaced by ΔK/ΔA. The total energy release
rate GT in (6) is finally obtained from (7), where the index
init corresponds to the initial (actual) crack length, and pert
denotes a perturbed configuration of the crack associated
with a virtual (very small) advance in its local plane. Equations (6) and (7) clearly show how the sensitivity analysis
for structural optimization and the calculation of the energy
release rate in a fracture mechanics problem are related.
GT = −

(π pert − π init )
dπ
≅−
dA
ΔA

(7)
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In the second step, the total energy release rate given by
(7) is distributed over the three modes GI, GII and GIII, considering the relative displacements of the lips and the reactions to the crack opening, sliding and tearing at the crack
front. The VCE method is used in SAMCEF to identify the
most critical cracks in a structure, and to estimate the propagation load, i.e. the amplitude of the load leading to at least
one crack propagation, according to criteria such as (5). This
method is illustrated in Figure 2, for mode I.
Fig. 3. The bottom surface of a wing and its associated super-stiffeners where local computations are carried out
Sensitivity analysis
The interaction between the local and the global effects is
taken into account by the sensitivity analysis, as illustrated
in Figure 3, through the modification of the internal forces N
with respect to a change in each design variable x. While the
computation of global sensitivities are based on semianalytical derivatives, finite differences and massive parallelism are used for computing the derivatives of the local
values, on the set of super-stiffeners. For details, see [8,11].

Fig. 2. Principle of the VCE method illustrated on a
Double Cantilever Beam (DCB)
A semi-analytical sensitivity analysis of the energy release rate with respect to ply thickness and fibres orientation
has not yet been developed in SAMCEF, but is somehow
related to the structural stiffness. Moreover, as explained in
Section 4, some uncertainties still exist concerning the formulation of the optimization problem.

2.4 Pre-design criteria for composite aircraft
structures
Structural analysis
A wing is divided into a set of super-stiffeners, made of a
portion of the skin and a T-stiffener (Figure 3). The Reserve
Factors are computed at the local level, i.e. in each superstiffener. According to [3,11,15], several criteria can appear
in the formulation of the pre-design of a composite aircraft
wing. In this case, Reserve Factors reflect buckling, damage
tolerance, reparability and some design rules at the superstiffener level. The values of these RFs vary with respect to
design variables, which are the panel thickness, the proportions of fibres oriented at 0°, ±45° and 90°, and dimensions
of the stiffeners (web and flange height, web thickness, etc).
The RFs are also functions of internal forces, N, computed
from a global finite element model of the wing as depicted
in Figure 3. The RFs values at the local level (in the superstiffeners) are calculated using analytical formulas.

3 Basic description of the optimization methods
Several optimization methods are used in this paper, depending on the application. The selection of an efficient optimization method depends on the problem to be solved. When
derivatives are available and when the problem includes a
large number of design variables and design functions, it is
recommended to use a gradient-based method, such as a
Sequential Convex Programming method (SCP). On the
other hand, when derivatives are not available, either because the problem is non differentiable, or simply because
they have not be implemented, the use of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is certainly a good choice, assuming that the
computational time for a structural analysis is very low and
that the problem includes few design variables. When non
linear structural analyses are conducted, a Surrogate Based
Optimization method (SBO) is preferred to a Genetic Algorithm. In this case the number of design variables must however remain relatively small. To conclude therefore, it is
important to note that a gradient based optimization method
will not generally provide the global optimum of the problem, while a Genetic Algorithm will, for a large population.
Moreover, when working with discrete design variables, GA
is a natural and easy choice. In the following applications,
continuous design variables are considered, and SCP and
SBO methods are used.
3.1 The general optimization problem
The optimization problem to be solved takes the following
form:
min FOB( x )
RF j ( x ) ≥ 1 j = 1,..., m

xi ≤ xi ≤ xi

i = 1,..., n

(8)
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where x is the set of design variables, FOB is the objective function (weight or total energy release rate in the following applications), and RFj is the jth Reserve Factor. Two
methods are used in what follows. For a detailed presentation of optimization methods, the reader should refer to
[7,8].
3.2 Sequential Convex Programming - SCP
In this gradient-based approach, the solution of the initial
optimization problem (8) is replaced by the solution of successive explicit approximations, as illustrated in Figure 4 for
an unconstrained optimisation problem. A generalization of
the MMA approximation, developed in [7] and available in
the BOSS Quattro optimization toolbox, is used. This
method automatically generates monotonous or non monotonous approximations of the structural response with
respect to the design variables, in order to have an accurate
model of the initial optimization problem. An approximation
of problem (8) is generated based on the functions value and
their first order derivatives (obtained from structural and
sensitivity analyses, respectively). Once the solution of an
approximated problem is obtained, it is checked to see
whether convergence has been reached. If this is not the
case, a new approximation is built, and the process is continued until convergence to a desired accuracy is achieved.
The advantage of this method is that it requires a small
number of iterations to reach the solution (say between 10
and 25) irrespective of the number of design variables.
However, derivatives must be available, and generally only
local optima can be identified. For constrained optimisation
problem, a dual approach is used (see [7]).

Fig. 4. Illustration of the Sequential Convex Programming
approach

Fig. 5. Illustration of the Surrogate Based Optimization
approach

4 case study 1: design with respect to delamination
Designing a composite structure with respect to damage
tolerance is becoming a challenge. Although simplified formulations may be used at a global level for a pre-design (e.g.
a complete wing [11]), more sophisticated high fidelity approaches should be selected when local detailed structural
components are studied. An ENF (End Notched Flexure)
specimen is considered here (Figure 6). The function to be
minimized is the total energy release rate GT (6) over the
crack front, in order to design a laminate less sensitive to
delamination. Since the value of GT varies along the crack
front, minimum, mean and maximum values are therefore
minimized, in order to obtain a laminate less prone to crack
propagation. Only one design variable is selected: it is the
angle of the following lay-up: [±θ /0/- θ /0/ θ /04/ θ /0/- θ
/0/- θ / θ /d/- θ / θ /0/ θ /0/- θ /04/- θ /0/ θ /0/± θ]. The initial
value of θ is 30°.
The inter-laminar toughnesses GIC, GIIC and GIIIC used in
the criterion (5) depend on the fibre orientations across the
interface [16]. Moreover, a large dispersion in the interlaminar toughness values exists. In the simplified approach
adopted here, a constant value of GC is considered. For the
sake of accuracy this variation of GC should be included in
the formulation of the optimization problem, and robust optimization methods should be used [17]. The current approach is therefore not rigorous and aims rather at comparing
optimization methods. The results must therefore be interpreted with care.

3.3 Surrogate Based optimization - SBO
In this method [8], only the function values are used to build
a global approximation of the design domain, as illustrated
in Figure 5. A response surface is generated based on a Neural Network (NN) or a Radial Basis Function (RBF). The
optimum of this global approximation is obtained with a
genetic algorithm. The new point is then used to build a new
response surface, and the process is repeated until convergence. The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that it
can be used when the derivatives are not available. On the
other hand, it results in a prohibitively long computational
time when a large number of design variables is used. However, parallelism allows a reduction – to some extent – of the
time needed to find a solution. For constrained optimisation
problems, a penalty is used.

Fig. 6. The ENF test case, and its finite element model
First the SCP method presented in [7] is used, and the
sensitivities are up-to-now computed by finite differences.
The results of the iterative optimization process are presented in Figure 7a. The optimal value of θ (0-deg) is obtained after 8 iterations, and 15 structural analyses.
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fined for the corresponding values in the stiffener. Since
seven panels are used to form the structure, 42 design variables are defined in the problem.
5.1 Optimization with respect to buckling
The goal is to find the values of the ply thickness that minimize the weight while satisfying RF ≥ 1, according to (1). It
can be seen in Figure 9 that when only the first 12 load factors are considered in the design problem, large oscillations
appear. Given the local character of the associated buckling
modes, some structural parts may become insensitive to
buckling, and the modes start to move all over the structure
during the iterative optimization process, leading to oscillations. In contrast, when a large number of buckling loads are
taken into account, the whole structure remains sensitive to
buckling and, insofar as a reliable optimization method is
used, the solution can be obtained in a small number of iterations (Figure 9). More details can be found in [9].

Fig. 7. The ENF test case, on its finite element model
Surrogate Based Optimization methods [8] – where Neural Networks or other response surfaces are used to generate
a global approximation of the design problem – may be efficient for treating the damage tolerance problem, as was the
case in [1] for post-buckling optimization of composite
structures. In this case, their main advantage is that analyses
are run on parallel processors, which is not possible with a
sequential gradient-based approach such as SCP. Applying
such a method to the problem depicted in Figure 6 provides
the solution after 63 structural analyses, which is competitive with the SCP method since 4 processors were used for
the parallel solution (Figure 7b). The formulation of this
kind of problems should be further investigated.

5 case study 2: design of a stiffened panel
A hat-stiffened curved composite panel subjected to shear
and compression is considered (Figure 8).

Fig. 9. Convergence history for 12 and 100 buckling modes

5.2 Optimization with respect to buckling and collapse

Fig. 8. Curved composite panel and its super-stiffeners
In each super-stiffener (Figure 8b), three design variables
are related to the thickness of the plies oriented at 0°, ±45°
and 90° to the skin, and three other design variables are de-

This problem can be solved when post-buckling behaviour is
considered as well. In this case, post-buckling is allowed to
develop in the structure, and the buckling loads are prescribed to be larger than 0.76. The collapse must appear for
λcollapse ≥ 1. The results are presented in Figure 10, where 100
buckling modes are taken into account. The solution is obtained after 17 iterations. As in the previous section, convergence problems (oscillations) are observed when a small
number of buckling modes is used.
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Fig. 10. Convergence history for buckling and collapse optimization

6 case study 3: large scale optimization of
a composite aircraft component
Only a part of the composite box structure of a wing is considered in this optimization problem. Based on Section 2.4,
the mass is to be minimized, while 71552 restrictions on
buckling, damage tolerance and reparability are defined on
the several super-stiffeners composing the wing box. The
problem includes 630 design variables (panel thickness, and
size of the stiffeners). As illustrated in Figure 11, the solution is found after 10 iterations. More details on a full wing
optimization are available in [9,11].

Fig. 11. Convergence history for the optimization of the
composite wing

7 Conclusions
The use of advanced structural analyses and optimization
methods has become challenging in the design of composite
structures. This paper presented three main kinds of recent
applications. Depending on the problem, either a gradient
based or a surrogate-based optimization method can be used.
This comparison should be further investigated, especially
when local non linear analyses, such as delamination, postbuckling and collapse, are considered. Indeed, in such cases,
few design variables are used, and both methods could become competitive.
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